
Toward honoring the  full Counsel  of God’s holy and precious Word … 

 

Is the New Covenant in Jesus Christ  
[ the “eternal covenant” as promised in Genesis 17:7 & Jeremiah 33 ; as fulfilled in Jesus Christ and taught in the New Testament (e.g., Hebrews 8) ] 

the same as the “Dispensation of Grace” ? 

 

If  your  answer to the question above is: 
 

     “YES it is”           “NO it isn’t” 

 then  we  ask … 

          Then the  dispensation of grace  never ends, right ?             When does the  dispensation of grace  end ? 

              Answer:  ?  ? 

IF it does end, then it’s  IF it doesn’t end, then aren’t        (Please show EXPLICIT Bible evidence for your answer.) 

NOT  the same as the    many dispensational charts          

New Covenant, correct?                 incorrect ?        Related   WHERE in the Word of God is the 

              question: dispensation of grace  ever said to 

     (because advocates of the position           be “the church age” which ends at 

     end the  dispensation of grace  at the         the Rapture Gathering?  

     close of the church age, which they      

     say, is the Pre-Trib Rapture event)      There are only two passages in the New Testament  

              which use the word “dispensation”  and that in only 

             the KJV & NKJV literal versions of the Bible.  (The NASB, 

              ESV, NRSV, etc. don’t even use the word “dispensation” 

              or the phrase “dispensation of grace” in the Ephesians 

              passages.)  The difference between the biblical teaching 

               of “dispensation” vs. Dispensationalism is vast, though 

              undiscerned and/or rejected by some. 
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Note:   In addition to the poorly evidenced inference of  dispensationalism,  please also 

  add this factual observation to this concern (regarding the strength of the Pre- 

  Tribulation Rapture position):  There is not ONE explicit passage in the Bible 

  teaching Jesus Christ’s Church is raptured  before  the tribulation period – the 

  tribulation period as defined by our Lord in Matthew 24:9-22!   
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